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Introductions

• Ninja in European SAP COE

• Working with SAP since 1996

• Working for Capgemini since Sep 2019

• Pre-sales, business cases, assessments and 
thought leadership

Mike Curl

Hitesh Saini

• SAP Transformation Lead – CoE Scandinavia

• Supporting clients with focus on key challenges 
around Business Transformation, Transition & 
SAP Implementation 

• 15 + years of experience across Manufacturing & 
Life Science’s Industry vertical 
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Agenda

QuestionsWhat’s the 
problem?

Capgemini 
Approach

How delivery and 
rollout strategy 

can help
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1. Introduction
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This is what many SAP customers are trying to address

Risk

Benefits too low

Cost too high
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So what levers can we pull?

ECC                                                                      S/4HANA

Reduce the timeline

Reduce the time to 
benefit
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“Value Drops” & 
Innovations
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There are many different starting points

 Board commissions a comprehensive 
top-down view of business 
fundamentals & how IT-enabled 
transformation might improve these

How do I construct a 
compelling top-down
business case?

 € detailed business case
 Outside in view and best practices
 Triggers a more specific S/4 centric review

Tools and MethodsContext & Focus

 Multiple organizational changes have 
occurred, e.g. much M&A
 Business not lean enough, merger 

synergies yet to be leveraged

How do I leverage this 
initiative to align my 
business operations? 

 Outline of benefits from harmonization and 
simplification enabled by standard S/4HANA 
 Org, Process and Data Model high level design

 I can see the benefits of S/4HANA but 
I need to persuade my colleagues
 The business is suffering in multiple 

ways from today’s ERP systems

How do I get the buy in 
from my Business Owners?

 Explanation how S/4HANA will resolve the 
pain-points & improve business performance
 Business differentiators & case for change

 Our current journey to S/4HANA is too 
slow and inefficient

How to maximize and 
accelerate value realization?

 Value Driven Deployment roadmap
 € value realization acceleration

 Need to move is clear
 What is the best approach?

What is the best way to get
to S/4HANA? 

 Comparison of options against customer 
drivers (cost, effort, speed, benefits, risks)
 Selection of the options and project plan

 Obsolescence of legacy systems etc. 
 Heavy technical debt
 Lengthy development cycles etc

Maintenance of SAP ERP is 
too expensive, how can 
I leverage S/4 to rationalize ?

 Optimization elements for SAP: OPEX vs. CAPEX, 
move to Cloud, Simplified IT architecture
 € cost reduction

Reference 
Customers
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Why, how, what?

Reason to Act

Why S/4HANA

“Need vs. Want”

How does it 
support my 

business & IT 
strategy?

How does 
it help me 
transform 
my biz or 
IT arch.?

How does 
S/4HANA 
provide 
business 
agility?

How shall 
we 

implement
?

How much 
does it 
cost?

How long 
does it take?

Business 
Value

Which 
S/4HANA do 
we adopt? On 
prem? Cloud? 

How do we 
use S/4HANA?

How do we 
tie S/4 to 

other 
solutions?

Greenfield, Brownfield conversion, 
Selective Data Migration

On-premise, private cloud, 
public cloud, 

Program 
Plan

Go live & 
Continuous 

Improvement

How do we move to 
S/4HANA What do we do? 

Plan to Execute Solution to Deploy
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These need to be clear before starting out

Timeline
 May influence approach (greenfield vs conversion)
 What value can you deliver before S/4HANA

(innovations, satellites, analytics etc.)
 How can we break the journey down to deliver value

incrementally?

Tools and Methods
 You need the right tools, methods and accelerators
 Data quality tools e.g. Business Partners
 SAP Tools plus Capgemini additions e.g. C-CAT for

custom code and custom development analysis
 Smartshift for custom code analysis

Architecture
 What are the right building blocks?
 Where will customization and differentiation go?
 What is target architecture?
 Think outside of the box (core…)
 Much more distributed architecture – pros and cons!

Business Strategy and Priorities

 Where are you going? Why are you doing this?

 Examples include agility, ability to offer new business 
models and revenue streams, drive further efficiency

Guiding Principles
 Simplification
 Global standardized 

processes
 Lean core

 Cloud first
 Data driven
 Customer centricity
 User experience 

Governance
 Decision making framework for template / value 

bundles
 Protect the template
 Establish framework and approach for benefit 

tracking
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What are we seeing?

ARCHITECTUREAPPROACHBUSINESS CASE

Tough but not impossible. 
Needs an in depth assessment 

phase. 

Times have changed. There are 
new ways to deliver value 

incrementally. 

Out with the old, in with the 
new. Embrace innovations and 

cloud solutions. 

 The business case usually comes from 
outside the core, from new ways of doing 
business or reflects a change in the 
business. It does not come from doing 
what you do now a bit better!

 Sometimes there is a killer bit of 
functionality PEO or pure speed (MRP) but 
not often

 Business case is led by PLM I4.0 
servitisation, customer engagement, TPM, 
MES, IOT etc

 Look at ways to get benefits earlier

 Don’t start something you will not finish. 
Many companies are wasting 12 months 
and starting again or swapping partners.

 Let’s not make the same mistakes we did 
last time

 Greenfield is happening
 Below $1bn, a brownfield in likely
 You can innovate, simplify and migrate or 

migrate, simplify and innovate but in the 
end you build a roadmap to S/4HANA

 All conversions work. We have not seen 
one stopped yet.

 Moving to more of a Dev/Ops deployment 
style

 Break S/4 Monolith and surrounding 
satellites into Minimum Deployable 
Applications (MDAs)

 Don't forget data, analytics, planning etc. 
 You need the right tools to help
 Building the Renewable Enterprise is tough

kr
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Most customers are on the same journey

Trends
 Mergers and acquisitions
 Digital products and services
 Political forces affecting global trade
 Commodity price & currency volatility
 Business portfolio coherence
 Leading the emerging markets
 Cyber security
 Challenges in accessing capital for 

projects
 Technology & transformational 

innovation

Challenges
 Lack of visibility into enterprise 

operations
 Compliance to regulations
 Volatile commodity cost
 Systems that enable operational 

excellence without compromising the 
ability to grow and innovate

 Defining optimal IT infrastructure
 Enabling seamless information flow
 Assets delivering consistent and high 

performance
 Eliminating breakdowns and 

unscheduled failures 
 Workforce availability

Imperatives
 Realize value from mergers and 

acquisitions
 Process optimization
 Customer engagement transformation
 Supply chain and operations visibility
 Manufacturing operations excellence 

and IoT 
 Procurement optimization
 Finance transformation 
 Reimagining work environment
 Integrated R&D
 Confront the challenge of 

“deglobalization”
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S/4HANA delivers the foundation for intelligent systems

The opportunity exists to transform business processes and achieve the digital transformation of your business with more automation, 
real-time visibility, and better alignment to your end customers by delivering products tailored to their specific requirements.

 Increase productivity and speed 
user adoption through tailored SAP 
Fiori user interfaces 

 High level of automation, leading to 
more capacity for strategic tasks

 Role-based apps provides consistent 
user interface across all function 
areas

 Improved user experience and 
reduced user training requirements

 Real-time reports using 
transactional data allows users 
faster access to information without 
replicating data to the data 
warehouse

 Harmonized view of financial information
 Centralize and optimize period-end 

closing activities. Allows soft closes 
during the month

 Real-time insight into payment 
obligations and KPIs like Proc & Invoicing 
Spends, Supplier Evaluation etc.

 Visibility into a variety of issues across 
sales orders that helps resolve issues 
that impede sales orders from being 
fulfilled

 Demand-Driven Replenishment - Results 
into reduction in stock level while 
maintaining a high service level

 Advanced ATP (aATP) that uses a 
win/lose concept to prioritize and allocate 
products to sales orders. Customer track 
record such as credit can be used as 
criteria

 MRP Live - Improved execution time and 
faster reaction to demand changes

 Collaborative approach to risk 
management and real-time risk and 
fraud management

 Accelerate planning and response cycle 
times, moving from monthly, to weekly, 
to daily decision processes

 Adopt short-term demand sensing and 
supply re-planning to respond to 
variability

 Distributed manufacturing that enables 
reduction of inventory and risk of 
revenue loss due to stock-outs

 Integration of execution and planning 
systems that reduces risk of revenue 
loss due to cancelled orders

 Reduced accident and incident rate
 Live calculation of KPIs to analyze 

managed and non-managed spend, 
contracts, and suppliers

 Dynamic, in-the-moment supplier 
evaluation scoring

 Process specific overview cockpits 
and dashboards provide real-time 
insights to business users and allow 
for faster decision making

 Transform boardroom experience
 Achieve greater speed and agility
 Run Simple (master complexity)
 Provides 360-degree customer view 
 Integrate planning and execution 

across strategic, tactical, and 
operational time horizons

 Deeper insight into supplier 
performance and identification of new 
sources of supply

 A total spend management portfolio 
(SAP Ariba, SAP Fieldglass, and SAP 
Concur solutions) providing 
scalability, agility, and choice

 Improved operational efficiency

EMPLOYEE 
ENGAGEMENT

BUSINESS
BENEFITS

RISK
MANAGEMENT

STRATEGY
ENABLEMENT
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2. Business Case
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Types of business cases

Top Down Business Case

Bottom Up Business Case

Financial Analysis Business Modelling

- Builds common understanding 
of the basics

- Defines framework for 
business case

- Indicates levers that can 
define benefits

- “What if” rather 
than “how”

- Mainly 
financial

- “About how” rather than 
“what if”

- Quantifies identified 
opportunities

- Mainly 
operational focus

- Defines CSFs and KPIs for 
implementation

- Fully 
validated
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But…

There is usually a combination of all three aspects in our business cases. 
Just relying on the “quantified” aspect is not enough.

Rational

QuantifiedEmotional “I want certainty that these benefits will 
generate quantifiable savings for our 

company”

“This is the cost of staying in business”

“We’ve just got to do this”
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Our typical approach

Sprint 1- Current State  
Overview Sprint 2 - Future State Definition Sprint 3 - Business Case & Implementation Plan

Organizational Change  
Management & Project  

Management

Ke
y

D
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s

1. Current State  
Overview –
Organization,  
Capabilities, Service  
Levels and Cost-to-
Serve

2. Current State System
Map / Architecture

3. Guiding Principles
4. Future State Process Flows (by Process, by  

Plant/HQ)
5. Target Operating Model
6. Future State Organization Map / Service 

Placement  Design
7. Recommended Service Levels by Function / Locations
8. Future State Technical Architecture (Including 

SAP  licenses and Additional Software
Requirements)

9. List of Required Future State System Integrations
10. Data Governance Policies, Standards,

Organization  Structure, & Processes
11. Key Reports & Metrics by Business Function

12. Detailed Business Case & Benefits of Future State Vision
13. Investment Breakdown of Internal / External Resources

and  Costs by Process for Detailed Design &
Implementation

14. Design & implementation Phase Team Structure
15. Quick Wins
16. Detailed Implementation Roadmap (Including

Recommendation
of Brown Field vs. Green Field)

17. Recommended SAP Phasing & Approach Across all Plants
18. Detailed Estimate & Proposal for Design and 

Implementation  Phases
19. Skills Assessment for Resourcing Required to 

Complete  Detailed Design & Implementation

20. Strategy Definition 
Project  Plan

21. Change Management  
Strategy

22. Detailed Communication  
Plan

23. Training Strategy & Plan

Week 0 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10 Week 11

Future State Definition

ASE
P
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ct
P
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p

ar
at
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n

Sprint Milestone/Delivery

Business Case &  
Implementation Plan

Organizational Change Management & Project Management

Week 12

Current State
Overview
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Business case approach

Outputs
 >500 Pain Points
 10 Quantified High-Impact Value Drivers

Preparation Evaluation
Value Engineering 

and Business 
Case 

Report Out

 Current-state workshops 
and future-state
alignment sessions

 High-level business 
priorities

 Process understanding
 KPI discussions
 Evaluation of value 

drivers
 Data collection

 Benchmarking / KPI 
analysis 

 Evaluation of best practices
 Create complete roadmap
 Prepare business case 

 Kick off
 Secondary research
 Identification of 

stakeholders
 Preparation for workshops
 Share questionnaires

 KPI questionnaire
 Best practices 

questionnaire
 Cost questionnaire

 Validation of findings
 Report presentation 
 Sign off

Inputs
 40+ Workshops and Interviews
 100+ Participants
 View of Business & Location-Specific Nuances
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There are lots of tools to choose from..
B case creation / 

management
Benchmarking

Includes industry benchmarks

Process mining

Assess / improve 
technical fitness

SAP Value Lifecycle Management (VLM)

Next Generation 
Benchmarking

• 15k customer submissions from 
10k customers; split 50/50 at 
$500m revenue

• 630+ KPIs
• 640+ best practices (inc. maturity 

assessment 1-5) with case studies 
(TBC)

• Inc. S/4 HANA benchmarking 
assessment (30+ KPIs & 40+ 
BPs)

• FoC

Guided Business Case
• Can take the output of VLM
• Provides proof points
• Requires costs
• Does the calculations
• FoC

Value Realisation
Ongoing measure of business case 

<not yet released>

Business Scenario 
Recommendations

• “Understand your current business 
process performance and identify 
the new functionalities from SAP 
S/4HANA and SAP Fiori apps that 
support your business goals“

• Requires a maintenance agreement, 
a report to be run and then “4” 
elapsed days

• FoC

Transformation 
Navigator

• “choose the right SAP products & 
solutions for … the  IE”

• 100+ value drivers from VLM 
impacted by HANA, 25+ industries

• Data can be transferred to VLM
• QVA – Quick Value Assessment

Pathfinder
• “identify opportunities for your core 

ERP-system around innovations, 
business process improvements and 
IT optimizations”

• For SAP Support Customers –
provide and extract on SAP and in 5 
working days a report of how to 
improve the usage of the system, 
including migrating to S/4

• FoC

C-FAT Fit-gap Analysis Tool
• Assesses the impact on business 

process before migration to S/4
• S/4 alternate functionality / 

innovations detailed
• Configuration guides for pre/post 

migration
• Estimates for migration and 

implementation of innovations

C-CAT Custom code Analysis Tool
• Recommendations and proposal for 

custom code optimization

C-ART Auto-Remediation Tool 
Automatic code correction with 

flexibility to fix code automatically by 
split screen comparison

D-GEM
• Back-office focused
• Benchmarks, best practices, process 

flows, controls, etc

S/4HANA
Readiness Check

Report provides simplification item list, 
Addon compatibility, Fiori apps, 

Integration and code adjustments

SCI Static code inspector
Checks performance, security, syntax, 
and adherence to naming conventions 

UPL Usage Procedure Logging
Usage log for all custom programs

APQC
• More than 2,400 benchmarks
• Capgemini has access to some 

benchmarks; others are available for 
purchase for an additional fee

C-VAT Value Assessment Tool 
• 15 KPIs across FTM, O2C, P2P

SAP STAR+
System Transformation Assessment & 

Realignment.  Appears to be joint 
initiative from SAP & IBIS c. 2018 

and now SAP has it own tools

iSCAN
• Identifies custom objects
• Outputs migration & upgrade reports

“Deep” process mining

Performer
• 2,500 KPIs
• Has gone bankrupt, bought by 

SOA People

MyInvenio
• Part of ADMnext Business 

Command Centre

Celonis
The leading process mining tool

Ready Reckoner
• Back-office focused
• Early-stage interest generator, 

benchmarks, etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Show real example of outputs…How do you really use them.
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Example outputs
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Quantify the benefits

Multiple Stakeholders (Internal)
• Low: Affecting centralized group
• Med: Affecting select function, multiple users at 

multiple locations
• High: Affecting multiple stakeholders, multiple 

locations

Change Impact
• Low: Process defined, compliance adequate
• Med: Process defined, compliance ad-hoc
• High: No defined process

Governance (transparency, visibility, oversight)
• Low: Strong reporting / analytics and controls
• Med: Standard reporting, limited controls
• High: Limited reporting / analytics for poor oversight

How S/4HANA provides an 
advantage over current-state 
pain points / opportunities

Benefit Name

Low-High 
Range 

Estimate
One Time/ 
Recurring

• Revenue
• COGS
• SG&A
• Working 

Capital   

Benefit 
Schedule

Description 
of Key 

Observations

Buildout of assumptions 
surrounding the benefits case

Commentary on other considerations
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Summary of benefits
Value Levers Value Lever – Description

Conservative
Est. Op Income

Value ($M)*

Optimistic
Est. Op Income

Value ($M)*

Pricing – Reduce Leakage • Reduce/eliminate acceptance of invalid customer PO pricing
• Reduce passing productivity savings on to customers via cost-plus pricing $6.0 $10.3

Quotations – Improve win rate • Capture lost revenues due to ‘controllable’ factors (ATP, improved quote 
response time, informed costing/pricing, etc.) $1.1 $1.6

Inventory – Reduce excess & obsolete • Increased material transparency (master data and across enterprise)
• Early visibility of E&O based on defined business rules $0.8 $1.0

Direct Procurement – Reduce spend
• Capture direct procurement savings enabled by enhanced material master 

harmonization, transparency – managing suppliers and contract pricing 
transparently across Division, BUs, and Factories

$1.3 $3.0

Indirect Procurement – Reduce spend • Category management and increased transparency coupled with preventive 
controls to reduce maverick spend $1.0 $2.1

Application Sunset – Reduce IT Cost • Savings resulting from the elimination of sunset applications and incremental 
run costs $0.8 $1.2

Indirect Labor – Enhance productivity
• Productivity gains via system efficiencies (e.g., workflow, automation, data 

transparency) and operating model alignments (Factory to BU and/or Division) 
– net of increased capability requirements (e.g., aggregate to detailed planning)

$2.3 $3.5

Summary Recurring $13.3 $22.7

Accounts Receivable – Reduce DSO • Improved management of AR via Business Partner harmonization and 
enhanced tools on credit and collections management $4.1 $6.8

Inventory – Increase turns • Reducing inventory with reduced safety stock, improved forecasting, and 
material master harmonization increasing transparency across the enterprise $12.7 $18.1

Accounts Payable – Improve DPO • Enhanced categorization of vendors (preferred vs. approved) will allow for 
better term negotiations $4.2 $5.6

Summary One-Time $21.0 $30.5
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Cost estimates 
One-Time and Ongoing Investments 7-Years Accumulated Cost and Benefits

One-Time Investment Value in $

ERP Implementation & Development Services $14.3 M

Software Licenses $4.0 M

Other One-Time Costs (Training, Travel, etc.) $3.7 M

Total $22.1 M

7-Year Accumulated Recurring Cost Value in $

Software Subscription Expense $2.0 M

Annual Hosting Expense $1.3 M

Annual Maintenance Expense $3.5 M

Application Management / AMS Expense $2.1 M

Internal – Annual Payroll Expense $25.1 M

Other Operational Costs (Location, etc.) $0.5 M

Total $34.5 M

7-Years Total Benefits
(in Present Values) Conservative Optimistic

Recurring Benefits $44.5 M $75.9 M

One-Time Benefit $16.8 M $24.4 M

Total $61.3 M $100.3 M

7-Years Total Cost
(in Present Value) Value in $

Costs -$49.0 M

Total -$49.0 M

Assumptions
 One-time and recurring cost estimates are based on 

incremental and project-specific costs and are shown non-
discounted

 Accumulated costs and benefits are shown at present value, 
discounted at the cost of capital (i.e. 6%)
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Example Summaries
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3. Deployment
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Where is the 
value?

What are the
rollout dimensions?

How do we build 
the solution?

How do we 
rollout?
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Capgemini’s rollout methodology considers three 
dimensions to define a rollout strategy for Intelligent ERP

Multi dimension approach for deployment:
 Key dimensions to address the deployment strategies are defined based 

on customer business and IT drivers: Products/Process/Functions; 
Divisions; Country/Entities/Location; Value levers

 Deployment priorities are defined based on value levers and complexity
 Deployment requirements (which building blocks are needed for each 

deployment) are derived from business and IT requirements  
 Optimized deployment path is defined based on value levers, 

dependencies and other criteria (business, technical, cost, change 
management, …) 

 Speedboats are deployed in a parallel path, independently from 
S/4Core 

Agile Design and Build:
 Building blocks content (Foundation Layer + subsequent BBs) is 

defined/structured in line with the deployment path
 Foundation Layer is defined based on MVP concept and initial deployment 

needs
 Development of Building Blocks is conducted with parallelization
 Building Blocks (BBs) to be deployed in an independent agile manner

Deployment 
step

Deployment 
path

N Deployment 
dimensions

BB = Building 
Block

BB1 BB4

BB1

BB3

BB2 BB3

BB1 BB2 BB3 BB4

BB1 BB2 BB4BB3

Process / functions

D
iv
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n 
/ 

En
ti
ty

Product / Process / functions

4

1 11 1

11

3
3

3

3

4

2
Corporate

PH

CS

CH

1

1

Foundation BB

1

2
2

1
1
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As a result of our assessment, we have customized the 
dimension of our approach to fit the customer 

PH CH CSCF

SAP Process Functions 

Corporate 
Function (Holding)

Simple Sales

Simple Mfg.

Complex Mfg.

Complex Sales
Le
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3 Dimensions

 Single Instance + Standard process 
definition across all divisions and all 
functions make legal entities/functions
the relevant dimension for deployment
(vs. division or country)

 Legal entities can be clustered according 
to complexity and operations (Sales, 
Manufacturing, Sales and Manufacturing)

 Requirements per function in terms of 
SAP Process Functions, priorities are 
aligned with the clustering of legal entities 
and deployment priorities

 Lever by Lever dimension allows for 
accelerated value realization on focus 
topics (speedboats)
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We defined the building blocks and priorities to realize 
the deployment set out in the cube

ILLUSTRATIVE

SAP Process Functions

Real Estate, Digital 
Boardroom, Predictive 

Accounting  etc.…

Project Systems (PS)

FSCM (Financial Supply Chain 
management) – 2

• Liquidity Management
• Inhouse Cash
• Bank Communication Mgmt

FSCM (Financial Supply Chain 
management) – 1

• Credit Management
• Collection Management
• Dispute Management  

Finance + Basic Procurement

Finance & Procurement

Consumption based Pricing
• Contracts Payable and Receivable
• Consumption Order management
• Usage based charges
• Convergent charging and Invoicing
• Partner commissions/fees

Bundled Pricing
• Recurring Fees and One-Time 
Services
• Subscription order Management
• Order fulfilment
• Convergent charging

Advanced Sales – II 
• Quality Control process
• Sales Commissions – external
• Credit management
• Chemical compliance in Sales
• Third party returns

Advanced Sales – I  
• Sales Order for Non-Stock Material
• Sales Order Processing with 
Customer Down Payment
• Advanced ATP
• Intercompany Process

Basic Sales

Sales

Advance Order Promising

eWM (extended warehouse 
management)

• Extended Production 
Planning and Scheduling

• Production Engineering

• Production Operations
• Production Planning
• Quality Management
• Inventory 

Basic Manufacturing

Product Supply 

Project Control

Product Compliance

Product Engineering 

Product Lifecycle Management 

R&D

Plant Maintenance 

RADIOLOGY

SEEDS 

IFRS15

S/4 Foundation Layer

Customer 
Cloud

Service 
Cloud

IBP 
(S&OP)

Treasury & Risk Mgmt. 

MES

LIMS

Indirect Procurement 

Add-Ons

IBP 
(SCM & CT)
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)

This is an outcome 

from assessment to 

showcase our 

Continuous 

Deployment 

Approach & building 

blocks that were part 

of the Magic Cube
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Feasibility assessment of selected processes to decouple 
S/4HANA and ECC for Complex Manufacturing entities 

Sales Check Confirmation Logistics

14) BillingCost of 
goods sold

15) Accounts 
Receivable

ECC + Legacy

New S/4

2) Compliance 
Check (GTS)

3) ATP 
Check

4)Credit Limit 
Check

6) Demand 
Confirmation

7) Order 
Confirmation

Order 
Confirmation

1) Sales 
order creation

5) Pricing 
(Vistex)

8) Delivery 
Creation

9) MSDS 
(OS3)

11) Transport 
Order (TM3)

12) 
Shipping

10) Pick 
Pack 13) Post 

Good Issue Billing Accounts 
Receivable

Credit Limit 
Check

Process Proof-Point Examples (1/2) – Order to Cash*

SlaveECC S/4

FI / 
CO SD MM

FI / 
CO SD MM

PP

PP
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ECC + Legacy

Master

New S/4

Customer

* Order Creation remains in ECC in order to take advantage of native SAP integrations

Interim Scenario for Stream 3: Complex Mfg.
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We also assessed the feasibility of selected processes for 
speedboat scenario on existing ECC 
Process Proof-Point Examples (2/2) – Customer Portal Process Flow (C4C)

Checkout Fulfillment Status 
Tracking

Invoice $

Channels and Touch Points

Check out 
and Order

Order Status

Pick Pack Ship Invoice

Order 
Fulfillment

Order

SAP Price 
Determination

SAP ATP 
Info

Order
Tracking

Browse Self Service Logon

Customer 
Master

SAP Commerce cloud

SAP ECC

SAP CPI

Customer 
log on

Order 
Confirmation

Customer 
Accounts iFlow

Materials 
iFlow

Condition 
record iFlow

Prices 
(Condition 

Record)

Browse and 
add to cart

 C4C is designed to be 
integrated to multiple 
ERPs across geographics

 C4C integration to the 
ECC or S/4 backend is a 
standard API integration 
using SAP CPI (Cloud 
Platform Integration) 
layer 

 Interim stage is based on 
SAP ECC backend

 When switching to S/4 
adaptation would be 
limited to the integration 
layer 

 C4C is a slave system 
and depends on backend 
ERP or S/4 for master 
data 

 C4C can be implemented 
in a template approach 
to reduce cost and have 
consistent user 
interaction 
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Stream & Entity Matrix deployment with decoupling 

Stream – II Stream – I 

 Given a strong focus on customer 
centricity, we start with Simple 
Sales and Simple Manufacturing, 
leveraging the de-coupling 
approach

 At the end of the Stream II all 
revenue is in S/4 by mid 2023

Some observations
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Decoupled Simple Sales 
& Complex Manufacturing

Decoupled Complex Sales 
& Complex Manufacturing

Stream – III
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